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Abstract

Large-scale observational studies that fully utilize the information available
in healthcare databases can include millions of patients and unique mea-
surements of their health. These high-dimensional scenarios pose challenges
in developing propensity score and outcome models for conducting cohort
studies to examine drug safety or comparative effectiveness. The high-
dimensional propensity score (hdPS) algorithm and standard mul-
tivariate methods such as regularized regression are common methods for
generating propensity score models to construct comparable patient popula-
tions, but their performance in large studies is not well characterized. We
have developed OHDSI tools that implement hdPS, and we plan to com-
pare its performance with recent OHDSI extensions for conductingmassive
sample-size, regularized regression (MSSRR). We plan to eval-
uate the performance of both propensity score methods through measures
of cohort balance and treatment effect estimation. Comparison studies are
conducted through data simulation and through analyzing several real-world
drug safety issues at scale. We wish to characterize the capabilities of differ-
ent propensity score and outcome models on the largest scales necessitated
by observational healthcare data analysis.

Background

hdPS: univariate screen, user-selected number of covariates
The hdPS algorithm [1] assesses covariates based on their univariate associ-
ation with the exposure and outcome. A specific number of covariates are
included for use in the propensity score model.

MSSRR: multivariate screen, covariates automatically selected
Regularized regression uses a penalty term in a multivariate regression to
automatically force many coefficients towards 0. MSSRR [2] can perform
regularized regression in very large sample sizes.

While hdPS has been used for large-scale observational studies, its perfor-
mance evaluations, including compared to multivariate methods, tend to
occur at much smaller scales [3].

Methods

•We construct hdPS, covariate balance measures, and simulation methods
to build upon the cohort study design implemented in the OHDSI Co-
hortMethod and PatientLevelPrediction packages

•We also utilize MSSRR methods already implemented in the OHDSI
Cyclops package

To evaluate the relative performance of hdPS and MSSRR in building a
propensity score model at scale, we plan to compare the following measures:
1) Ability to predict the exposure status for each unit
2) Covariate balance among matched sets built on the propensity score
3) Estimation of overall treatment effect using a Cox outcome model

Methods - Simulations

We intend to analyze the propensity score models using several relevant drug
safety issues based on real-world data, through three study designs as shown
below. Our simulations build upon Franklin et al. [3], but we aim to construct
studies larger in sample size by at least one order of magnitude.
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In the third (bottom) simulation, we assess each model’s ability to distinguish
exposures that are known positive and negative controls (e.g. exposures that
are known to affect, or not affect, the outcome).

Results

We have implemented the hdPS model and covariate balance measures in the
OHDSI CohortMethod and PatientLevelPrediction packages.

The code below outlines the steps to employ hdPS in CohortMethod,
and can be used immediately in package studies, e.g. the celecoxib vs. di-
clofenac analysis described in the mainCohortMethod vignette example.

Conclusions

• It’s now possible to compare hdPS and MSSRR at scale using OHDSI tools

• Shortly, we will construct simulations to examine the relative performance
of hdPS and MSSRR models in generating credible, population-level esti-
mates of drug safety or comparative effectiveness
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